Pebbel Personal Safety Alarm
Have confidence inside and outside the home

How do I
wear it?

USING THE NECKLACE
The Pebbell 2 comes with a
necklace. You can wear it
around your neck both when
you are inside and outside
the house. It should not be
worn when
you are going asleep but do
keep it near by in case you get
up during the night.

USING THE CLIP
The Pebbell 2 comes
with a clip.
You can clip it on to a
belt hook or another
piece of clothing.
You can also clip it on to
your keys if you do not
want to use it for inside
the house.
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How do I use it?
Pressing the SOS button
You should press the SOS button:
i) If you experience a fall
ii) If you feel nervous or unsafe
iii) If you suddenly feel unwell
The Pebbell will work inside
and outside your home.

When you press this button Home
Response will get an SMS Text
message with your location
coordinates. This takes five
seconds.
Home Response will also get a
phone call five seconds after the
message and they will speak to
you to see how they can help you.

Hold this button for
three seconds
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How do I use it?

Making a call to your emergency
contacts
You can make a phone call to your
emergency contacts by pressing the
small phone button.
Hold the button down and it will ring
your first nominated contact.
If they don’t answer, it will ring your
second and third nominated contact.
You can then speak to them through
the Pebbell 2.
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How do I use it?

If you have a fall:
The Pebbell 2 can detect a
fall if you are wearing it when you fall.
The Pebbell 2 will send an SOS SMS
Text message and location coordinates
to Home Response if you do not move
for 10 seconds.
If you can move press the button in for
3 seconds to send an SOS message.
Home Response will then be able to
speak to you and arrange help
whether you are at home or out
and about.
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How do I charge it?
Home Response will get in touch when the battery is
low to remind you to charge your device

1. Pop the Pebbell 2 into the
charge cradle. The blue light
will mean it is charging.

2.Make sure the cord is
plugged in to the back of the
cradle and that is cord is
plugged into the socket.

If you can keep the cradle beside your bed and charge
your Pebbell 2 at night time.
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What do I do if I
lose it?
If you misplace the device please contact
ALONE on 01 679 1032 and ask to speak to
a member of BConnect.
With your permission, ALONE can ask
Home Response to send a message to the
Pebbell 2 requesting its last known location.
This would be the only time Home
Response would use this last location
function.
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